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  The other day I fell into a state of amazement... of wonder... During a session of brainstorming
with myself, and in a time of momentary blank, I drifted towards the simplicity of things in items
we take for granted... this immediately became a sparked fascination... I wondered how we
found the absolute logic, and with it built and understood the simplest of mathematical models,
and then wrote the corresponding complex equations governing, for example, the rules of
dynamics... and how, in music, we managed to underwrite a sound from within a vast acoustic
range, to create the complex sonatas of Bach and lately the rattling of lady Gaga... and then it
struck me... the simplest of all amazing things we take for granted: The bygone creation of the
letter and, thereafter, the combinations of these letters into words, themselves expressed in
sounds and clicks...I stopped and rethought the thought...   Read More               

 3D Printers...
shape a new world!
Imagine having the ability to print things at your home that you usually had to buy from the market. If such a thing seems to you as science fiction, then you are missing a lot. 3 D printing is now a reality...Read More   

Because we care...
Wonderful, emotional and eye- opening was the visit of the ISAS students to the Al Mamzar Community Center for the Elderly in Dubai. This visit is part of AMSI's commitment to highlight the importance of families and caring for the elderly...Read More   

 AMSI-DCL tie-up
AMSI and Dubai Central Lab - DCL signed an agreement to "forge a model of synergy between public and private institutions that are both eager, and will spare no effort for the success of our children". We look forward to create success stories...Read More   
                

 Oceans Fertilization
Global Warming continues to challenge humanity in the twenty first century, and mankind will sooner or later reach a stage whereby limiting the emissions of green house gases will not be enough to stop the rise in temperatures or in sea levels. Geoengineers have proposed many techniques...Read More   

 Mining Asteroids
In few decades Earth's supply of metals will be exhausted. Mankind has no choice but to mine asteroids for precious metals, which will continue to be needed for different major industries... Companies are setting the stage for mining near Earth asteroids which will one day insure a continuous supply of these metals...Read More   
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  AMSI honoured its schools' founding staff members and teachers on the 12th of March.                
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